Title word cross-reference

(modp) [Pol78], 1/2 + 1 Poly(log N)
ACGS84, $13.95$ [Hig83]. $16.95$
[Ano84a], $19.95$ [HJH85]. $25 \times 10^9$ [PSW80],
2\^m + 1 [BLS75]. 2\^n + 1 [BS67]. 2\^n [QG89].
$34.95$ [Ano82a]. $35.00$ [Lei79a, Lei79b].
$49.95$ [Shu80a, Shu80b]. B [CS83]. D
[Kak85]. F\_q [SX89]. \(1/2 + \frac{1}{\text{poly}(\log N)}\) [CG85].
GF(2\^n) [BMV85]. GF(p) [COS86, PH78].
GF(p^2) [EIG85c]. \(l\) [VGT89]. \(M^3\) [Wil86a].
GF(2\^m) [Mas89]. GF(p^n) [MOVW89]. N
[Kmu87, QG89, VGT89], n = 2 [Lev61a].
NC\^n [Has87]. O(log n) [IW88]. O(log n)
[Bra87a].

-Bit [QG89]. -ciphered [Kmu87]. -tree

[CS83].

0 [ST89]. 0-7248-0274-6 [ST89].

10 [Hel81, Mei81]. 1004 [Mil87b]. 1040
[Lin88]. 1113 [Lin89]. 112 [Hig88b, Nat85a].
113 [Nat85b]. 12 [Bv82]. 121
[Hun85, Wic87]. 1413 [St.93]. 1421 [Lin93].
1474 [Per90]. 1500-1815 [TP63]. 15th
[IEE74], 18 [Riv79]. 1917 [FM76]. 1938
[Shu80a, Shu80b]. 1941 [MB86]. 1942
[Uni79b]. 1943 [Roh75, Roh77]. 1944
[ML87]. 1945 [Uni79b]. 1975 [Ano88e].
[BBB+81]. 1982 [IEE82b]. 1983
[Bur81, Féa83, Had84]. 1984
San86, BC85]. 1985 [Wil86b]. 1986
[ACM86, IEE86a]. 1987
Kno79, Mar76, Wic87]. **Algorithms**
[DS83, Has84, HM83, Knut89b, Knut9a, Knut73, Lak83, QG89, Riv74b, Sh68, She87, AIR83, AG85, Eve98, Gam88, Mor89, ORS+87, PBGV89, Riv74a, SB84, She88].
aios [Hei76]. **Alive** [Ch85a]. **Alive** [Cha85a]. **Allied** [Beh54]. **Allies** [AWL+88, WTE+85, Koz84a, Koz84b, Mul89a].
Allocation [LB89a, LB89b]. **Alone** [RRM78]. **Alphabet** [Hil29]. **alphabétiques** [S.73]. **alphabets** [Fri35c, RF35]. Alsbalden [Sch20]. also [Wal00]. Alternating [CG75, Gun88a]. alternatives [Mor83]. always [BB79]. Amer [Mul89b]. America [Ano84a, Bam82, Yar40]. American [BBB+81, Bel77, Lew82, Yar31, Yar40]. ammunition [Uni88a]. amplification [BBR88]. Amsterdam [CP87, CP88, Lit87]. Analog [cS85, Kal85, RB88, Die88, Kal84].
alogie [Zaf63]. analogy [Zaf63]. Analyse [SB82]. analyses [Dat85]. Analysis [Ano81a, Ben88, Cal89, Cop89, Gy836, Gy938, HR82, Kal84, Mar76, MM83, RB82, Riv74b, Dem89, Fra89, FF57, Fun78, Her89, JM84, Lag4b, Ma79, Nis89, Wel82b, WW79, SWT+81]. **Analytical**
Anniversary [ML87]. Annotated [Pir83, Lei79a, Lei79b, Shu76]. Annual [ACM89a, ACM89c, IE74, IE79, USE99, ACM82, ACM83, ACM85, ACM86, ACM87, ACM88, IE82a, IE84, IE85, IE86b, IE87a, IE89]. Answering [SDV83].
Antipalindromic [MS87]. any [Ano78b, Dro89, Fak86, GMW87]. aperiendi [Tri06c, Tri21c]. APL [Fra84, Fra85b, Bro86, Vam85, Wor87].
Apparatus [DHM80, Hil31]. apparently [Rou84]. appendix [Bud76]. Application [BCI85, Bis88b, Bis88c, Bis88d, BE79, CP87, CP88, CD85, Gun88b, QV89, Sch83, Yao82b, Bis88a, Fra35c, GT87, LLH89, Lak83, NSS9, Pic86, Rej77, WW84]. **Applications**
[AT&T86, ?, AM85, CG75, GGM85, IE88, Lev61a, RR86, Sie84, Tur41a, Ano78b, BFM88, Fri35a, Fri87, Gol84, Jos85, Kem88, Mei83, NY89b, NY89a, Par85, RF35, Sch84, Sch86, WOo82, Wor75]. **Applied**
[D+83, Mor89, PM78, And79, And80]. approach [GY58, Ho55, Rou84, Sin66, Sin68a, Sin68b, Cam71]. Approaching [PP89]. approximation [Lag84a]. April [ACM83, Bet83, BCI85, CPS, CP88, CM82, Hig88a, Hig88b, Hig88d, IEE80, IEE83, IE87c, Pic86, QV89]. 'Arab [MTA87].
Arabicis [Hei76]. **Arbitrary**
Army [Ano78c]. Arnoldum [Hei76]. Array [VPS88]. Ars [Con39, Tri06c, Tri21c]. arsque [Mer44]. art [Col84, Jos85, Kas63]. Arte [Col64]. Articles [Bur81, Uni42, Ano76, Fri76c]. artificio [Hei76]. Artificial [Nis89]. ASCII [Cam88].
[Smi79c, IM86, Sim79b, Sim82b, Sim82a]. asymptotically [Koo86]. AT&T [AT&T86]. Atkin [Mor88]. Atlantic [Roh75, Uni79b]. Atlantik [Roh75]. atque [Mer44]. attack
[BLO83, BLO84, DO86, GCC88, GC80, Hel81, Hua88, Lag84b, vdAvE86]. Attacks [GMR88, dC86, Hig88e, Odl84]. attributed [FF57, Lea87]. aucta [Sch33]. Auditing
[SK97]. auffzulosen [Sch20]. August [ACM89a, Gle87, USE88b, USE88a, Wil86b, Wal00]. Austria [CSB89, Pic86]. aut
cipher-writing [Hul98]. ciphered [Knu87].

Ciphers
[BD74, EG85b, FF57, HM83, LM85, LP87, PR79, Sie85, Web79, AD81, Alb70, Bar79c, Bar79b, Bos82, CR88a, CE66, D’A39, D’A71, DG57, EE56, Fri35c, Fri56, Gai39, Gai40, Gai43, Gai44, Gai56, Gef73, Hig73, Hig83, Hit43, Laf64, Lew82, Nan36, Nan74, Nor73, Pra39, Shu80a, Shu80b, Wri89].

Ciphertext [RRM78, Sie85].

Cipher-text [RRM78, Sie85]. Circle [BBB +81]. circuits [Wat89].

Citations [Ano88c, Ano88f, Ano88e]. City [ACM87].

Civil [Ano80]. Clandestina [Put27].

Clarissime [Hei76]. Clark [Fil78].

Class [Sie85, Ano39].

Classes [Hit43]. Classic [Fri76b].

Classical [Lau81]. Class-Breaking [ML87].

Class-Breaker [Str89].

Class-breakers [AN86, Gin70, Kah74, Kah67a, Kah67b, Kah69].

Codebreaking [And86]. coded [RN87].

Codes [AN86, BK80, Bos82, Cha85b, D’A39, D’A71, Dro89, Edw15, Fri56, Ham71, Hig73, Laf64, SBET85, Str87, Web79, Wel88b, Wel89, Wri89, Zim48, ADS1, Bar79c, Bar79b, Bla89, EE56, HJH85, Jac87, Kah83, Lew82, MS81, Mor89, Nan36, Nan74, Nor73, Pra39, Shu80a, Shu80b, Sor80, Wel82a, Hig83].

Codewords [BK80].

Cognitata [Mer44]. Cognitive [AWL +88].

Coin [Bhu82, Bhu83a, Bhu84, Sak89].

Coincidence [Fri35a, Fri87]. Collected
Fri41, Fri42, Fri76c, Fri76b, Fri87, Gai39, Gai40, Gai43, Gul83, Gyl36, Gyl38, HS89, Hit43, Ho55a, Kul35, Kul38, Kul67, Kul76, Lev61c, Mil43a, Mil43b, Mil43c, Sim04, Sin66, Sin68a, Sin68b, SS86, UG23, Uni42, UU89, Uni70, Uni24b, UU80, UU83, Uni24a, War82, Win74b, Wol43a, Wol43b, Wol43c, Wol83, de 53, vTB86, SE86].

Cryptanalyst [Uni40, Fri39a, GPW85, Gle86].

Cryptanalysts [MB86].

Cryptanalytic [Dea87, Odl84, GC80, Hel81].

Cryptanalytical [Cha86b].

Cryptanalysis [CR88a].

Cryptic [SD86, WW79].

CRYPTO [BC85, Bra90, Wil86b, CF88, Faï87, O'C81, Wil85, CRS83, CRY81, Ger82, Odl87b, Pom88].

Crypto-ease [O'C81].

Crypto-Functions [Wil85].

Cryptogram [Ano60].

Cryptograms [MM83, Nan36, Nan74].

Cryptographer [Sca86, Wol70].

Cryptographic [Con39, Put27, Col64].

Cryptographic [ARS83, Agn87, Agn88, AT83, BIB89, BCI85, Bry67, CP87, CP88, DLM82, DHH80, Diff2b, EMITT8, Gif81, GJ82, GGM85, Gun88b, Gyl34, Ham71, Hen81, KV89, KMM+80, Lea87, LT85, MTMA85, MM78, QV89, Rittx, San88, Ser85, Sha83a, Sie84, Sni83, Uni88a, Van69, VAYA88, Ano86b, BOCS83, Bla79, Bur88, CF88, Coh87a, D+83, Erd86, FF57, FM76, Gy58, HSF85, HFL+85, Her81, HC88, IN89, Lau81, Lev83, LR86, Mas83, NY89b, NY89a, Odl85, Par85, Pic86, PH78, Sed88, SB84, Uni82a, Uni82b, Wei83].

Cryptographically [BM82, BM84a, KM88, Sha83b, Ayo83, Ste87].

Cryptographic [vN83, S.73, Val92, Bau39, Bau46, Giv25, Giv32, Jos85, LS25, Sac51, dLS02, du 44].

Cryptography [Ame81, Ano76, Ano88c, Ano88b, BBB+81, BP89, BB85, Bet83, BGK77, BE79, Bur84a, Bur84b, CG75, Cop87, CM79, Dav81, DB81, Den82, DH76, Dif88, ECW75, Fei73, Fis84, Fri76c, Gro82, Gud80, GL82, Hel79b, Hil29, Hil31, Hul98, Kon81, LM22, Lan81, Len78, Lev58, Lev61a, Lev61b, Mau4, MM82, Mil86, Mor66, SP89, Sha87, Sha45, SE86, Smi43, Smi44, Smi55, Smi71, Smi83, Tur41a, Wil82a, dRHG+99, AS83, Are21, Are22, BCB88, Bau39, Bau46, BB89, BS82, Bra81, Buc82, Cho86, DK85, Des88, Fri76a, Fri76e, Gag88b, Gal88, Ger82, Giv78, HHL89, Hit43, IL89, vN83, Kil88, Koba87a, Kra86, LS25, LS81, Lec89, Lev61c, MS76, Men39, Mic88, Mil43a, Mil43b, Mil43c, ML67, Nea75, Per85, Pie77, Pri83, Sac36, Sac47, Sac51].

cryptography [Sac77, Sch84, Sch86, SW61, Shu76, Shu82, TP63, Uni42, VS41, Vol41, Wal00, Wei88b, Wei89, Wei87, Wil82b, Wiss2, dLS02, BCKS+83, Col64, du 44, Kon89, Lei79a, Lei79b, Ano82a, ST89].

Cryptography [Hig88b].

Cryptologic [Ale45, Jou88, Sny79, Sny80].

cryptologist [CIA77b, FFW55].

Cryptography [AM85, BC85, Boy86, Bra89b, Bra89a, Cal92, CRS83, CP87, Com87, DKK87, DK+89, Fer87, Kahl66, Kahl79, Kahl84, Kon89, Las85, Len79, LP87, Mar70a, Mar70b, Mei83, Nai89, Por84, QV89, Rug85, She86, She87, She88, Uni79a, Wor75, Bec88, BC85, Boy88, Bra87b, Bra88, Bra90, CP88, Che73, CRY81, D+83, Fra89, Fri56, Fri63, Gal45a, Gal45b, Gal45c, Gal70, Gun88b, Jou88, Kahl63, Kahl82, Kahl83, Oak78, Odi87b, Pat87, Pic86, Pom88, Sie83, Sim88, Sin77, Wil86b, van88, Ano82d, Bau82, Lan46, HJS85].

cryptology [Bec97].
cryptomenytics [Wal00].
cryptoprocessor [MS83].

cryptoprotocols [Yun85a, Per85].

Cryptosystem [CR85, EIG85b, Jun87, WM85, AM88, AM89, AB81, CR88c, DO86, Eck83, EGS85a, EIG85a, GC80, GM85, Gua87, Hel81, Hoo82, HM88, Jun88, Kar89a, Kar89b, Koy82a, Koy82b, Koy83, KM88, Lag84b, LL89, LB88, LM80, Mei81, Nöb88, Odl84, Sal85, SY86a, SY86b, Sal88, SM83, Sha82, Sha84,
Cryptosystems
[Bla85, BR88, Den84a, Koby87b, LP87, Oka88, RSA87, RSA83, Sha85, SSA88, Adl83, Ano88c, Anos88b, AB81, BB79, BLO83, BLO84, Bri86, Bri88, CL88, Dif82a, Gag88a, GS88, IL88, Her78, IM86, JM84, Lag84a, Lak83, LM84, Lid85, Lu79, Lu80, Mer80, Mer82a, MRS87, MRS88, MN81, Mul84, Nie86, Nie88, PR85a, Pop89, RN87, Riv79, RSA82, She87, She88, Sim82a, SX89, Von80a, Wil82c].

CTTE
[MPS02].

Cuckoo
[Sto89].

Curiosa
[Shu82].

Current
[Muf88].

Curve
[IM86, Len87, SX89].

Curzon
[Jef86].

Cyber
[LM84, Lid85, Lu79, Lu80, Mer80, Mer82a, MRS87, MRS88, MN81, Mul84, Nie86, Nie88, PR85a, Pop89, RN87, Riv79, RSA82, She87, She88, Sim82a, SX89, Von80a, Wil82c].

Cypher
[Bro86, Den86, Fer87, Jef86, RRM78, Wor87, Fra84, Fra85b, Vam85].

D
[Bv82, Hit43, Cop89].

D0L
[SS86, SS87, TC85, TC86, TIF+88, VGT88, Web88, WS79, Yun85b].

Data
[Ano83, Ano88b].

Data-Flow
[Sha88].

Database
[Ano88f, Ano88e, DWK81, GW76, Ano84b, Ano88c].

Datagram
[Tsu89].

David
[Ano88f, Ano88c, DA79, AYO87].

Day
[MB86].

DBMS
[Fal88].

DBS
[IEE86a].

DC
[BBB+81, IEE82b].

Dec.
[Uni79b].

December
[Ano88c, IEE88].

Decipherability
[Ryt86, AG84].

Decipherable
[BK80].

Deciphered
[Ano81a, Rej81, Cla77a, Zor87].

Deciphering
[Knu80, Knu85, Col87].

Decipherment
[Hen81, Beh54, Hen82, Per90, Sau89, Uni79b, Wil86c].

Dee
[Shu82].

Defeat
[Lew82].

Defies
[SS86].

Defined
[BS86].

Definitions
[Kah63].

Degenerate
[Ber09].

Degree
[Has88].

Degrees
[WTE+85].

Deinde
[Hei76].

Demands
[Fak87].

Demonstrating
[CEvdGP87].

Demotic
[Bud76, Bud29].

D’Ecrire
[S.73].

Decryption
[Hen81, Beh54, Hen82, Per90, Sau89, Uni79b, Wil86c].

Defeat
[Lew82].

Defies
[SS86].

Defined
[BS86].

Definitions
[Kah63].

Degenerate
[Ber09].

Degree
[Has88].

Degrees
[WTE+85].

Deinde
[Hei76].

Demands
[Fak87].

Demonstrating
[CEvdGP87].

Demotic
[Bud76, Bud29].

D’encre
[S.73].

Denies
[Ano79].

Denmark
[Bro86, Wor87].

Denning
[Bv82].

Density
[LO85].

Denudata
[Con39].

DEP
[FMP85].

Dependence
[DP85].

Dependency
[O’S88].

Depositions
[GB82].

Depth
[Dat85].

Description
[Riv80].

D’Ecrire
[du 44].

Desiderata
[Hei76].

Design
[Cha86a, Flo83, Gud80, PW86a, PR85a, SRC84, Sha88, Ayo83, Fak87, FLR77, HL88, KD78, KD79, MM82, MPS02, MT86, PR85b, WT86].

Designed
[Bur88].

Designing
Elsevier [Lit87, San86]. elucidation [Wal00]. elusa [Hei76]. Embedding [BCB88, Sha83a]. enc [Ano87a, Ano88b]. emc [Ano87a, Ano88g]. emp [Ano87a, Ano88g]. employed [Col64]. empregados [Col64]. emulates [Ano87a, Ano88g]. emp [Ano87a, Ano88g]. employed [Col64]. empregados [Col64]. emulates [Ano87a, Ano88g]. emp [Ano87a, Ano88g]. employed [Col64]. empregados [Col64]. enunciates [Bar79a, Lea87]. Enciphering [Kno79, KFB79]. Encipherment [BM75, BM76, FH74, Kon85, Bar79a, PR85b, Lin87, Lin88, Lin89]. Encrypted [VPS88, ALN87a, Ano87b, Ano88i, SSDG81]. Encryption [Ano78a, Ano81b, Ano82c, Ano88f, Ayo68b, Ayo84a, Ayo81, BM89, Bec82, Bet88, Bis88a, Bis88b, Bis88c, Bis88d, BG85, Boo81, Bar88, CA81, CA83b, CA83a, sc85, DW81, Den79b, DB89, DH77, EM87, GMP85, Fra85a, Gai77, Gai80a, Gai80b, Gai80c, GM84, Gul83, HS87, Hig87c, Hig88e, Hoo80, IEE86a, Jue81, KJ77, Kak85, Kal85, Kat77, Kem88, KBD89, Kol77, LS89, Ma79, Mar76, MHS1, Mer88, Mit76, Nat77, Nat84, NS87b, PM78, Pca80, Ple75, Ple77, Pon89, PK79, Lin93, SJ76, SB82, SBC85, Sim79c, TT84a, TT84b, Tho86, Uni78a, Uni78b, Uni87, Uni82c, UNN83, UNN85, Uni84, Uni77, Uni81, Uni83, Uni88b, Ame83, AA88, Ano80, Ano84b, Ano85b, Ano87a, Ano88d, Ano88e, Ano88g, APW85, Aya83, Bar87, Ben88, Ber09, Bis88e, Bis89b, BM84b, Cam88]. encryption [CF78, Chr88, Chu89, Dat85, Den84b, Die88, Dre79, Dro89, Eck85, Fak85, Fal88, Gai78, GYS7, Gam88, GM82, Gol87, Hig87b, Hig87e, Hig87d, Hig88a, Hig88f, Hua88, HW88, Int81a, Int79, Int83b, Int84, Int87, Int88, Joh99, Jon86, Kal84, KDT8, KDT79, KMY82, Kem89, Ker89, Knu80, Knu85, KS89, KL84, Kae84, Kic87, MIO82, MI88, Mei85, MP86, Mi85, Mul81, NM88, NS78a, NUS8, NS89, O'C81, OMS8, ORS87, PP88, Pri80, Rao84, Ree79, R88, Roy86, Sae81, Sim79b, Sim82b, Sor80, Sup88, Tex84, Van86, Vou80b, Wab87, Wan86, Wat89, Wel80, Wel82b, Whe87, Wil80, Wil86a, YY89, Zei79, Gab82]. encryptions [RN89]. Encryptor [Cia86]. Encryptors [Mor83]. Encyclopedia [BCS83]. End [SRC84, Ano84b, KYM82, LS89]. End-to-End [SRC84, KYM82, LS89]. enemy [Zor87]. enforcement [JL75]. engendered [Bla89]. Engine [BCKS+83]. Engineering [Ano88c, Ano88f, Ano88g, Sch75]. Engineers [IEE82b]. England [Mur87]. English [Bud76, MS76]. English-jargon [MS76]. Enhanced [Bur85]. Enhancement [Lin93, Lin87, Lin88, Lin89]. ENIAC [WG82]. Enigma [Ano81a, AWL+88, Dea88, WTE+85, Ber83, Hod83, Ale45, Ano86c, Ano87a, Ano88g, Ber73, Ber83, Elv87, Gaj89, Gar79, Gar80, Koz48a, Koz84b, Rej77, Rej81, Rejxx, Tur99, Wel82a]. enigmatic [Wal00]. énigme [Ber73]. Entities [NS88]. Entering [Mor92]. Entropy [EHMS00]. entry [Gai78]. Enumeration [PM78]. Environment [BW85, Bis89a, KS89, Nai89, PW86b, PW87b]. Environments [LS89, Hog88, Kaw87]. Epiphanes [Bud29, Bud76]. Equality [WC81]. Equations [OSS85, Has88, TIF+88]. equidistribution [Koo86]. equipment [Fak87, HFL+85, Int81b, Int84, Ser85, Uni82a, Uni82b, Uni88a, Uni82c, UNN85]. equivalent [Ayo83], equivocation [vTB86]. era [BB89, Men89]. Ernst [Sch20]. eröffnen [Sch20]. Errata [Ano88h]. Erratum [Ayo86b]. Error [Bla83, CC81, Pro85, SB85, Kut85, Mor89, Rao84, vTB86]. Error-Correcting [SB85, Mor89]. Error-correction [CC81, Kut85]. ErycI [Put27]. escrituras [Col64]. Escrow [ON86]. Espionage [Sto89, TP73, Yar83]. essential [IL89]. est [Tri06c, Tri21c]. Established [Ano82d]. estimation [And79, And80]. Etherphone [TS88]. ethics [Hig88e]. Etruscan [Nis89]. etwas [Sch20]. EUROCRYPT
[BCI85, Pic86, CP87, CP88, Gum88b, QV89].

European [BWV+88]. evaluate [Hig87e].

Evaluation [BLO83, BLO84]. evaluations [Cop84]. Even [Mea20]. Event [BBF83].

ever [Hon19]. evidence [FF57]. evolving [DBS99]. ex [Hei76]. examination [Kah63].

Examined [FF57]. Excellence [BCKS+83].

Excerpts [SWT+81]. Exchange [BLS83b, Ted85, Yao86, AS83, Rab81].

Execution [FH74]. exercise [Bec82, Cal89].

Exhaustive [DH77, Jue81]. exhibitent [Hei76]. Exhibit [Bur81]. existence [Lu79, Lu80]. Expanded [Nea75].

Expected [Bra87a]. Experimental [BB89].

Experiments [HM83]. Experts [Jur86].

explicitur [Hei76]. exploiting [She86, She87, She88]. Exponentiation [Kak83].

Expose [RS84]. Extended

BS86, BO85d, GGM85, VV85, CG85, Kon85, Lag84a, MRS87, Ted85, Yun85a].

Extensible [Cha85a]. extrapolation [LR88a].

F [Bv82, Cla77a, Cla77b]. F. [SBT85].

F.E.A.L [dB88]. fabrication [S.73].

facsimile [UNN85]. factor [Guy76, Von80a, Von80b]. factored [Bac88].

Factoring [CD85, Len87, Odj87a, PST88, LrW88a, LtW88b]. Factorization [DH85b, Wil85, KLL88, Pol74].

Factorizations [BS67, BLS75, DH85a].

Factors [RM85, CE86]. Failure [CMS89].

Fair [Ted85]. Fail [IE88a, WTE+85].

family [Tex84]. Famous [Bon47]. Far [Str89].

Fast [AM85, Bis88b, Bis88c, Bis88b, Cop84, DDP85, Hen81, Hen82, SM83, AG84, Bis88a, Bis88c, Bis89b, HC88, Odj84].

Fault [BIB89, BGO88, Rab89].

Fault-Tolerant [BIB89, BGO88]. Faults

[CGMA85]. Fear [Hor85].

February [Ano78a, BBB+81, IEE86a, Mur87, Rud82, Uni78a]. feedback [Nie88]. Fellowship [Bur81].

ferne [Sch20]. Feuerstein [Bet83].

Field [Den84b]. Fields

CR85, CR88c, Cop84, Jur86, Lid85, Mas89, Mul81, Odj85].

fifteen [Dif82b]. fifteenth [ACM83]. Fifth

[HW76, SE86]. figures [VA88]. File [Gud80, RW84, Ano88d, Hoo80, Mul81, OM84]. Files

[BM75, BM76, Cam88]. Final [Cha86b].

Financial [AA88]. find [Gor85]. Finerman [Bur81].

Fingerprinting [Wag83]. Finite

[Blu84, CR85, Eck83, CR88e, KV89, Lid85, Mas83, Mas89, Odj85, TC85, TC86].

Finiteness [Bla85].

FIPS [NIS85, Nat85a, Nat85b, Uni83]. First

[ACM89c, Dif88, Foa83, Sed88, USE88b, Ash87, EE56, Had84, Lew78, Win74b, Wol43a, Wol43c, Wol83].

fixed [SP79, Uni82a, Uni82b]. FL [IE88a].

Flaw [Dem88]. Flip [Rub79]. Flip-Flops [Rub79].

Flipping [Blu82, Blu83a, Sak89]. Flips

[Bls84]. Flips [Rub79]. Florence [CM82].

Florida [IE88]. flow [BR88, Sha88].

Flowers [WG82]. forecast [Dif82b].

Forlag [Br86]. form [Dav79, Wal100]. formal

[KYM82, Kem89]. formulae [KV89].

Forum [MC75]. Foundations

[IEE79, IEE82a, IEE84, IEE85, IEE86b, IEE87a, IEE89, Eck82].

Founding [Kil88].

Four [Eve98, Bow59]. fourteenth [ACM82].

Fourth [IEE88, Rud82].

Fraction [Por52].

fracturing [Fri41]. Fragmentation

[Tsl89]. framework [Per85]. Framingham

[Ker75]. France [BC85].

Francisco [ACM82, Rud82].

Franksen

[BCKS+83, Bro86, SBT85, Vam85].

französischen [Kas63]. free [PBGV89].

freedom [Sie83].

French [Pau39, Bau46, Kas63, vN83, LS25, Per90, Sac51, Zaf63, dS02, du 44].

Friedman

[Claz7a, Cla77b]. Führungsprobleme

[Roh75].

Function

[IW81, Mer88, Win83, Win84]. Functional

[SS89]. Functions
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